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Spardi Gras Builders Start NELSON EDDY APPEARS
Booth Construction Today TOMORROW NIGHT
AT

Council Members To
Hammer, Saw Pushers 1*********** ......... ***,1
MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM Be Chosen at Meet
Will Have To Woik
Wif’ Rapidity
Today nine members of the
Spardi Gras construction commit.
tee begin building operations. With
hammers and saws they will work
feverishly until Spardi Gras day
constructing the thirty booths and
concessions that will more than
the Quad on the carnival day.
Organizations will be relieved of
the arduous task by the committee
which will build the booths to
order for them. The structures
will be varied and original, state
the committee members.
Warren Tormey and Angelo Cocello head the committee, assisted
by Tommy Gifford, James Covello,
Roumasset,
Bob
X Robinson,
Bruce Daily, Jess Wilson, James
Craig, and Arthur Von Zook. The
chairmen ask the committee members to bring their own hammers
and saws to the back of Mr. Neil
Thomas’ office.
All organizations must furnish
their own advertising for the concession and booths and also follow
twelve cardinal rules formulated
by the general committee headed
by Bob Schnabel. The rules are
on page two.

a

FLASH

1
"To be just a singer is shallom.
; To tell charming stories charmingly in song, that is the thing
*
* to strive for," is a quotation once
*
* made by Nelson Eddy, baritone who
sing at the Civic auditorium
famed Parisian fan dancer, iwill
Friday night under the auspices
was not very cheerful today
of the State college concert series.
concerning her engagement
don’t consider myself a
to appear in the San Jose i"I
singer," he continues. "/ have
State college Spartan Rev- *
striven to be a teller of stories in
elries on May 22.
songs." It is to this belief that
"ZeeZee is zeazick," she
Eddy attributes his success in
moaned to her constant symtalking pictures, from which he
pathizer-agent of Paris night
has acheived largely the nationlife (second seat, third row),
wide fame now accorded him.
"Tell me ’ow can ZeeZee fan
FILMS CAME LAST
is dance eef she eez
zeazik?"
Though becoming the univerUpon being reminded that
sally known artist he is today althe Revelries will be prohe duced on land,
most overnight with his appearwhere she can
ance with Jeanette MacDonald in
* recover from her
Atlantic dethe musical films, "Naughty Maripression, Mlle. ZeeZee deetta" and later "Rose Marie", it was
cided that she might create
through opera, concert, and radio
a "wild waves" dance in
work that he built the foundation
tribute to her unhappy voyfor his sensational career.
age.
A truly American singer, Eddy
"ZeeZee ees disgust!" she
has been trained by the best
remarked, throwing a basket
teachers in America and Europe,
of fruit at the S.A., who
and represents one of the most
was hungry and appreciated
popular theatrical attractions of
the gesture keenly. The Mlle.
then proceeded at length to * today ever presented in San Jose
TICKET STANDS
describe her condition and *
To accommodate the demand for
her opinion of the worldits *
bodies of water in particular : seats at the local concert, tickets
while the S.A. feasted con- : will be sold at the auditorium
* every evening this week, in addl.
tentedly on bananas.
* tion to the Controller’s office and i
* music stores.
I
*********************** hi
Atlantic Ocean, May 13
Curled up on her stateroom
berth since she sailed Saturday noon, Mlle. Mimi ZeeZee,

Student Body Prexy Bill Moore To Preside
Over First Annual Assemblage
For the first time in the history of State college, a new method
of nominating student council members will be inaugurated, when
Student Body President Bill Moore, presides over the first annual
convention to be held in the Morris Dailey auditorium, May 19,
at 11 o’clock.

Lucky Gal, Cindy

The convention plan as evolved
, by Moore and Norman Thole, who
Is chairman for the day, will invovle nominations by classes. The
nominations this year will be made
by the clan presidents, who will
have chosen their candidates by
popular acclaim in the class orien-- -Cinderella, when she is found, tations which are being held today
won’t want to go to the ball. She at 11 o’clock.
CLASSES NOMINATE
will, instead, most likely insist
During today’s sessions each
that the prince take her to the
next informal dance. For Cindy’s class will pick the candidates it
slippers are lovely neutral gray desires to run for the executive
council election, In the freshman
dress pumps straight from Nygroup, which is the largest single
lins Shoe Store.
Beginning today they will be on group in school, Norm Thole will
exhibit in the show case of the preside and assume complete conPublications office where prospec- trol of the proceedings.
Don Walker, president of the
tive
Cinderella’s
may
inspect
them. If, after inspection, the girls sophomore class, will preside over
feel that they might fit into the that class meeting today when the
slippers, they should sign up with group selects its candidates for the
coming election.
Miss Berta Gray in the PublicaBruce Daily, burly prexy of the
Was office. The Spardi Gras conjunior class, will guide his organitest committee stresses the first
zation through its primary election
come first serve idea for the comto be held today at 11 o’clock.
petition, for the shoes will be tried
In the senior class, Student
on in the order of the sign up Body Prexy Moore will preside
list.
over the meeting. Nominations will
be made from the floor in all
Final auditions for the radii,
classes.
program. "The California Hour,"
SEATS ASSIGNED
were held last night in the MontAt the large nomination congomery Theater of the Civic audivention to be held in the Morris
torium. when a judging committei
Dailey auditorium seats will be
of San Jose citizens and an apassigned to the four classes. The
plause meter judged the six best
seniors will be across the front
amateur and professional contestof the auditorium, the sophomores
ants for a free trip to Los Ai,
to the left, the juniors to the right,
plea
and the freshmen across the back.
The contest, which Is being
At the convention in addition to
sponsored in order to discover new
flags, a public address system, and
and different talent for the radio
division of classes into sections, the
"Phi Mu Alpha Presents," the
pro gram, is being conducted in
students are urged to bring all
first of a series of concerts to be
Illustrating
his
subject
of
"What
every city in California, in an
the noisemakers they can find. Cow
Well, folks, he’s gone and done sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha, honMakes
Music
Possible" by playing
attenipt to select six artists and
we mean Mr. Calvin orary music fraternity, will be piano selections. Mr. Warren D. bells, fog horns, and rattles are
feature them in a broadcast dedi- it again. Yep,
(Continued on Page Four)
held May 26 in the Morris Dailey
amiable
III
Sides
Eugene
Allen, organist and lecturer of
cated to their own city. The pro- John
auditorium, featuring music by the
music at Stanford, spoke Tuesday
gram honoring San Jose will be social affairs chairman.
A Cappella Choir and dancing by
eveninsc to 100 members of Pi E
broadcast next Monday, with the
Seeing as to how, the second eve- reheats% women’s dance organiisilon Tau, general elementary
110 winners from this city featured
ning dance of the quarter will zation.
honor society, at the group’s
p banon the air. Conrad Nagel and Jane
I
Ray Ruf, music student in ;
come Spardi Gras night, Sides, in
quet at the Elks’ Lodge.
Frohrnan, movie celebrities, will be
program, announced
the
of
charge
carnival
the
out
order to carry
That
modern
music
is
unconC same program.
Because of the differing hiking
yesterday that the program will
theme, will give away 500 balloons
vincing was proved by Mr. Allen abilities of its members and
_
be given for the purpose of estabthe students lucky enough to lishing a scholarship fund which when he played the endings of a guests, the Hiking club will be
get them as they come drifting Iwill enable one music student and number of songs, the majority of divided into two groups, the "barwhich closed with minor chords, dies" and the "softies" on its trek
one dancing student from the
clown from the ceiling.
the state as compared with the major- Sunday to Sierra Azul ridge.
in
schools
high
there
various
!
balloons,
From these 500
Both groups will start from
Jose State. The chord endings of older music.
I
ones. Now the to attend San
lidume a genuine Hill -Billy will be 16 white
Emory ranch, above Alma, and
OH, YEAH?
will enable the school
rouHr:P.
proceeds
get
to
is
idea
the
the Kappa Phi club, ’fun begins, for
"The modern lover has an in- hike together to Garrity ridge,
the chance to bring more new
If?thadist women’s campus society,
bring it to the
will then
talent, both in dancing and music, feriority complex." the Stanford four miles. The softies
white one and
assemble at Alum Rock Park a
When
musician stated. "In contrast to return along the same trail, thus
to the school.
orchestra stand ... inflated.
lfloilnd Y night
in honor of their
bringing
the eighteenth and nineteenth making a total hiking distance
ADMISSION FREE
this is done the person
",lY initiated pledges.
of eight miles.
prize.
"Phi Mu Alpha Presents" will century lovers, who won their fair
it will receive a charming
From Garrity ridge the hardies
ui The iCaPPa Phi’s will leave the
an be given at 8:15 to the public free damsels, the latter-day young men
bringing
try
you
Well,
Easy?
will descend a canyon to Wrights,
ew
eaMPUS promptly at 7:30 to
through 800 of charge. A silver offering will be are Lost in a Fog or In a Blue and
balloon
white
to the park in jeans, slacks inflated
Alma along the railgurantee the means of obtaining funds for Pensive Mood, especially since returning to
CII
tlopaoteher hill-billy styles to par- or 900 students. Yes, we
road tracks for a hike of 14 miles.
1929."
scholarships.
the
in a weenie roast and it will be fun.
For further information about
As a lecturer on the subject
Besides being given for the benlighting
!nouns....
hike see Earl Roberts. Victor
Novel decorations and
music song -test. Guitars
scholarship fund, the con- of music, Mr. Allen asserts that this
the
a
of
efit
enhance
add akeleles
will be welcome ac - effects will further
have a wealth Carlock, Or consult the bulletin
child
should
every
purpose
the
for
given
be
will
gymcert
Wits( to Bessie Matthews, chair- carnival atmosphere of the
boards in the front hall
(Continued on Page Four)
(Continued on Page Four)
Saa
nasium.

Six Are Chosen
In Radio Audition

IF SHE CAN GET

Into Those Shoes

First In Series Of Concerts Sponsored By Music
Fraternity To Be Given May 26 In Morris Dailey

IT CONCERNS A BUNCH PrPgrca:,npTiloa ’tel:it::re W. 11 ALLEN SPEAKS AT
Orchesis
PI EPSILON TAU DINNER
OF NILE Bin JOOCE

Hiking Club To Divide
Into ’Hardies, Softies’
On Alma Trek Sunday

KP’sTo Holcl Roundupto
For New Members
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: spardi gras rules

let ’em eat cake
by raymond wallace
gentleman
CERTAIN
writes me a most abusive
letter to call me all manner
of unkind names (some of which
he misspelled) for what he conceives to be my views on religion
as expressed in my column Monday, and suggests a public retraction.
Don’t see how I can, my dear
sir. As Monday’s column plainly
said. I was not giving my views.
but those of someone else, telling
an anecdote as it were, and I
can’t retract somebody else’s opinion. Would you say that a newspaper supported Roosevelt’s policy
because it published his speeches?
I seem to be catching It all
around this week. A mysterious
so-and-so who signs himself "C.
L." writes me a threatening letter
In verse. Take care, C. L. your
Identity is known! You were seen
strangling a puppy for the blood
with which you wrote your ghastly epistle. If you will step forward in good faith and confess
your sin, I shall take no action,
but If you persist In anonymity,
no questions will be asked.
And even Joe F. -X. KallikakJuke:
"I am now engaged upon my
poison-pen work toward my master’s degree in fiendishness," he
confided yesterday. "I inscribed
and mailed one of the most bloodcurdling missives any fiend has
ever written. What troubles me,
though," he went on, "is that
the next day I myself received one
fully as terrifying as the one I

sent. I have not heard of any
other undergraduate fiends hereabouts besides myself, so that I
fear I am at the mercy of a fullfledged maniac."
"To whom did you send your
letter?" I inquired. "Maybe he
got wind of your identity and is
paying you back."
Joe.
exclaimed
"Impossible!"
"My handwriting was disguised,
and naturally the letter wasn’t
signed. No, I shall just have to
wait until something breaks, and
then try to outwit my enemy."
During the Easter vacation, I
studied some phases of the puhlic
school system of Oakland, and at
Technical high school visited a
class for retarded pupils.
"Some people seem to think,"
the instructor told me, "that any
one can get through high school
if he applies himself. Since the
school population in this state is
a fair sampling of the population
at large, It follows of necessity
that a certain percentage will be
below normal mentally. When we
formed this class for such pupils,
In order to offend no one I decided to call it a Speed Reading
class, omitting mention of just
what speed I meant."
Incredible as it may seem, there
was a boy of nineteen in this
class, who had gone through the
public school system until he had
completed a year of high school
before it was discovered that he
could not read!
Huzza, huzza.

notices
WILL THE YOUNG lady who
unconsciously picked up my white
silk jacket with those ducky red
buttons down the front please return it to me or call for the matching skirt. Either way. It pains me
to see this ensemble parted as it
has held together these many
G. Hoaglan.
seasons.

SAN JOSE

SOPHOMORE CLASS meeting
today at 11 o’clock in room 24.
Don Walker, pres.
RALLY
7 p.m. in
those who
the picnic

MEETING Thursday at
the council rooms. All
want to be included in
Sunday should be there.
Joyce Grimsley.
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office of the
in that office
be withdrawn

notices
--A MEXICAN TOUR
sponsor,
by the Y.W.C.A. will
be held Sa
urday, May 16, also
a Memos
dinner for 35 cents.
Sign up no
in room 14.

3. The organzation will receive and retain net profits made in
the Spardi Gras concessions.
4. The organization will be responsible for any expenditures and
all losses incurred by the same.
5. The transactions of the individual concessions will be made by
tickets purchased by the students from the ticket booths.
6. All concessions will operate on a price with five cents or with

WILL THE PERSON
WH
found my Black Spaulding
gy
shoes please return
them ,n
"POP" Howell in the
towel rag
in the men’s gym. They
were fir
missed Monday afternoon.
Jim Porter.

1. All transactions and purchases will be made by
organization through the office of the Controller.
2. Any organization without an account in the
Controller will be obliged to establish sufficient credit
to cover all expected expenditures. This deposit may
immediately after all transactions are completed.

multiples of five cents as a basis.
7. Each organization must have In its concession a sealed box
in which tickets must be deposited immediately upon receipt of same.
8. At the close of the carnival, all boxes will be turned in, sealed,
to the agents of the Controller in the ticket booths in the quad.
9. Boxes will be opened In the presence of the organization’s respective representative in the Controller’s office within a reasonable
time after May 22nd, and the tickets will be counted at that time.
10. After a reasonable time has expired (about May 26th), the
committee will open boxes and count the tickets without a representative present.
11. Whole tickets only will be counted. Fractions of tickets will
be discarded as a loss to the individual organization.
12. All expenses incurred by the organization will appear as debits
to their accounts and all receipts from operation of concessions will
appear as credits to the same.

the gong, please, major!
by ben melzer
ORIGIN of the present
THE
day "Amateur Hour" program, to which you often enduringly listen, began in the old
vaudeville houses and pubs in
England some years back. The
old Mack Sennett comedies plagiarized the theme to produce a
host of these farces a decade ago.
Perhaps you can remember these?
There was inevitably the bicycle
act; "the Four Flying Finleys"
(having just electrified the European continent); a haunting, thin
old maid who sang soprano in a
distressed voice (eventually followed by a spray of tomatoes
thrown by a heckling audience);
and then also masters of ceremony
with their tricky moustaches who
kept hurling alleged smart cracks
at the performers.

Unfortunately, there was’ no
gong used at that time, but, instead, a monstrous shepherd’s
hook would creep slowly from the
side of the stage, hook the performer In question, to the exit and
oblivion. This, of course, would
invariably "bring down the house."
I, however, could not muster any
Joy from these acts. In fact, my
heart, very young and such as
It was, bled for the poor performers. Today, the "Amateur
Hour" has developed to such an
extent that It is given nationwide
interest on stage and air.
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Apparently, I can see no large
variation in the quantity and quality of the performers today. The
number of performers borders exaggeration, inasmuch as citizens
jokingly complain that they cannot rake the leaves off their sidewalks without finding some Amateur Hour performer sleeping underneath. The reason for this
state of affairs, so to speak, is
not obscure. Every person has an
embryonic suspicion, secret of
course, that he is a potential artist, hoofer, crooner or extemporaneous rhymester. To thwart these
Individuals is to enflame their
desire. A failure only leads them
to believe they are not understood.
Nevertheless, some have gained
prominence during the last few
years. The air has provided an
excellent
medium
for
future
Carusos, Crosbys, and Ponses, although at present, I can see no
bright El Dorado appearing for
Calvaveraa County Horn Wranglers, ambitious accordionists, and
Imitators of four Hawailana.

Mention of the performers suggests the "Amateur Hour" M.C.
While performers retain a certain
freshness, a pleasing lack of professional
vulgarity
which
has
harm, the M.G. is all wrong. Mr.
Ray Perms, as you may not care
to know, is the soul of jauntiness.
He’s the smart city fellow, the
wiseguy, the life of the party all
in one. He establishes the fact
that he is brighter than the poor
shamefaced amateurs. He makes
comic remarks about the wives of
the male performers. In short, he’s
a regular drugstore cut up. Hiya Joe!

Mr. Frank Crumit makes you
feel rather queasy. His technique
seems standard with the Amateur
Hour regisseurs. First., he gets his
laugh by a little "kindly" ridicule
of the amateur; then he covers
his sadism by a sentence of bighearted encouragement. He depends on his canned studio audience to furnish applause, noise and
a gentral atmosphere of hilarity.
Somehow this vacous noise makes
the listener feel there is something artificial about the fake hurrahs, which is usually the case.

The big shot of the Amateur
Hour M.C.’s is Major Bowes. The
Major is subtle and uses no vaudeville
mannerisms,
no
familiar
wisecracks and false vivacity. Instead the Major emulates fake
kindliness and the patronizing pat
on the head. Inasmuch as his too
gracious, easy familiarity massages the performer’s inferiority
complex; it accordingly soothes
the listeners who imagine, thereby,
the Major and his performers
brothers under the akin. However,
the Major employs just the merest
(not too obvious) tickling of our
sadism.

I am of the opinion, that in due
time, the Amateur Hour will turn
into a cheap peep show and where
It will be impossible for any amateur to play a saxaphone solo unless he can guarantee that he has
starved his way through forty-six
states and Is dying of galloping
consumption. This sort of thing
can be carried too far, and Major
Bowes Is the boy doing it.
The best thing about these
Amateur Hours Is the amateurs
themselves, who do their simple
unpretentious turns well or ill, to
the best of their ability; although
don’t you think at times the gong
should be paid a neat salary? .

A.W.S. COUNCIL will
meet
5 o’clock today in the
clubroon
Important.
A.W.S. LUNCHEON CLUB
ye
meet in room two of the
Hort
meet in room two of the
Hon
Economics building, instead
i
room one, at noon today. All men
bers should be there, since pin
for the parent -faculty -student
h
will be discussed.

JUNIOR CLASS meeting all
o’clock in room 24. Nominatice
for next year’s council.
Bruce Daily, pres
THERE WILL. BE an imports
meeting of the Japanese Studs
Club in Room 30 today at 12:31
All members please attendSet.

SPARTAN REVELRIES SKI
rehearsal at 7:00 tonight shin
Will the following please be then
Harold Randle, Ona Hardy, Lei
raine Callender, Bill Gordon, Pal
Becker, Tommy Gifford, Myt
Ziegler, Victor Carlocic, Sam Tan
mina, Jim Bailey, and his cal
and extras if they can come.
Ed Wetterstrom.

LOST: A BLACK LEATHEI
binder in either the men’s gym a
the Science building. Contains in
portant notes which are neede
immediately.
Please return t
Francis Cauhape in the Publics
tions office or to Lost and Fain(

X-Ray Reports Reach
The following X-ray reports an
ready in the Health office:
Anderson, Eleanor.
Anderson, Warren.
Atkinson, Edmond.
Bedell, Beatrice.
Bryan, Anna May.
Denny, Josephine.
Dowell, Helen.
Grundy, Florence.
Hamilton, Phoebe.
Jungerman, Paul.
Henley, Catherine.
Hitchcock, Mary.
Naylor, Dorothy.
Potter, June.
Ray, Lillian.
Roscoe, Milton.
Ruthnick, Henry.
Sanford, Ann.
Waldow, Clara.
Webb. Margery.
Elizabeth McFadden.

Rideout, Mendenhall
To
To Talk On Drama
Today
Aesthetics Class
Engial
Mrs. Charlotte Rideout, Mend’
C.
L.
Mr.
and
instructor,
department
hall of the Speech Arta
"Aesthetics of
the
on
speak today
Elmo Robin
Drama" before Mr.
which mod
class
son’s aesthetics
116.
Room
in
at one o’clock
tilt
visitor at
unexpected
An
the class 01
of
session
Tuesday
well Snug
Dr. William Retie,
Diva
of the
head
psychiatrist and
Belmonte,
at
Pines Sanitarium
discussion 01
Joined in with the
the class.

------Jiighters Prepare
ForChampionship,
ovice Contests

Frosh Track Team Noses
Out High School Squad

EiCea

TOUR sponsoree
1. will be
held sat
5. also a
Mexican
:ents. Sign up
now

Ocaid, Nelson, Thomas
Shine In Recent
Workouts
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PERSON WHO
k Spaulding gym
By DICK EDMON DS
,:turn them in
tq atree hitherto neglected 110 in the towel
room’
Lloyd
Nelson.
Gaylord
tea
m. They were
firA
Kincaid, were
Itomas, and James
afternoon.
lnIflg lights as Coach Phil
Jim Porter
in the absence of DeWitt
?ortgl, put the Spartan boxers
ICIL vvill meet a
tough a hard afternoon of work
in the clubroom,
; preparation for the Northern
ceifornia novice meet and the
alifornia State chamiponships.
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ASS meeting at 1
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Bruce Daily, res.
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30 today at 1210,
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iley, and his cad
ley can come.
Ed Wetterstrom.
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Nelson, according to Portal, has
lea one of the big surprises of
e training period and he really
,,,fts the husky 165-pounder to
nit quite a swathe in. the ranks
the novices.
LLOYD THOMAS
Lloyd Thomas, former basketa charge of Portal, is one of
cse fellows who can naturally
odle his body in a way that
cods towards excellent boxing deelopment In a workout with
kao Griffin, P.A.A. lightheavy
:Ileholder and one of Sparta’s big
open In the state championships,
tee dusky San Francisco lad imrased the onlookers with the apwent ease with which he is
))Ing to boxing. Although he
As not definitely decided to en .6 Thomas is expected to be one
Portal’s mainstays in the 165sod division.

Mr. Elms 134",;
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IT’S SURPRISING!

Initial Results of

THE FIRST ANNUAL

All -Spartan Sports Poll
IT

COMES

EACH

WEEK

Sports Writers Cast Their Ballots
AUTHORITIES who eat, dream, sleep and
write sports will
answer for you:

WHO is leading the race in first week’s
poll for the OUTSTANDING athlete of
the YEAR?
WHO are the Spartan athletes that have
been temporarily placed on the ALL SPARTAN SPORTS ELEVEN?

*I

Loser To Feed Victor,
Upperclassmen Set
To Conquer

**

WHO WILL BE THE CAPTAIN?

**
*

Next Week: THE COACHES

:

*
*
,t
*
*
*

WATCH THE SPARTAN
DAILY

INTRA- MURAL
SPORTS

Women’s Sports

r(

, ...Y

Planning

Dance Plans Made At
Meet ,
I Home Economics

With little Harvey
eliai)-ting up ten points in the mile and
half mile, the San Jose State frosh
track team rallied together enough
digits to nose out the Palo Alto
high school Vikings by a score
of 60-53, Wednesday afternoon on
the Spartan oval.
For a time, when Vaughn Brown
failed to come through in his
favored eventshurdles and broad
jump- -the chance of a State victory looked rather slim.

Then Green ran a 4:56.4 mile,
finishing with a nice sprint.
By WARREN SMITH
Twenty minutes later he came
*
Their respective schedules now back
to take Sawtelle’s place in
* completed, the varsity and frosh
the half and romped in 2:07.3.
* tennis teams are busy working
In the century, Sid Gutterman,
*, themselves up to a boil for their
frosh sprinter, ran away from
*, collision which occurs this afterRocchi and Jones to crack 10.5.
*,noon and tomorrow.
The furlong also saw Gutterman
*;
The losers get penalized one
breaking the tape, running 23.7.
*,
* dinner which should work up the
Gene Rocchl, frosh pole vaulter,
* old do or die spirit if anything
was a surprise in the 100. -Showing
*, can.
*,
a terrific gather, he stepped in
*,
POOR FROSH
*I
*
The upperclassmen will be out ahead of Palo Alto’s dark flash,
* to subdue any exaggerated feeling Jones.

of prowess on the part of the
frosh, due to the drafting of several of them by Coach Blesh for
varsity competition.
The first year men intend to
4, Spartan Daily sports scribes, the coaches, the captains, the
*
prove that the varsity players are
managers, the athletes and the students will DECIDE.
4.
definitely on the downhill path
*
a
and will attempt to put skates
it
under them.
The varsity are confident of
their ability to show up the impuissance of the frosh. The first
* year men don’t know what that
Kincaid, a wiry left-hander in
means so they aren’t worried.
be 140 pound class, exhibited a
MAYBE NOT
cackling straight left in his work If the youngsters should win,
at and although he must develop ******************************atteaaaaaaaaaaaass*
school tradition will be endango better right jab, appears ready back from conditioning by a pulled
ered, upperclassmen will lose face,
c bother any opponent with that muscle in his elbow. Tara is slated
newspapers will headline it, and
mincing straight left which he to climb through the ropes in the
the varsity squad will shell -out a
State championships and with his
we as a left cross effectively.
’ buck apiece for the afcremenpunch need fear none of the opBOB HARRIS
tioned dinner.
Bob Harris, at first thought position.
By DICK EDMONDS
The whole thing was Coach
George Takayanagl, hitherto nea be a candidate for the novice
Blesh’s own idea showing the esto in the welter division, has de- glected, has been one of the hardsential mental superiority of the
shed to enter the State champion- est workers on the squad and is
Yesterday’s score:
faculty member over the undertaps and if he continues to look one of Portal’s brightest hopes
Sophs 6. Juniors 4.
. graduate. He throws his feet under
u good as he has in recent work- among the little fellows. This
Tuesday’s score:
the table and tucks a napkin under
Xs, he may be the surprise of youth was a finalist in the Santa
Seniors 1, Frosh 0.
his chin no matter who wins.
cc big event.
Clara county championships two
Today’s game:
Leonard Herman, one of Portal’s years ago and must be counted
Frosh vs. Juniors, 12:20 p.m.
Size novices in the 135 pound in when the points are distributed
The
rapidly-improving
soph
an, is as yet undecided as to in the novice meet.
softball ten surprised the junior
:tether he will take part in the
Rumor has it that Shelby Ryan, aggregation yesterday, and when
By PEGGY LUCIER
rarney. Portal has sworn by the popular middleweight, will not be the dust had finally cleared away
:noise shown by Herman and
State
the
in
participate
were victors 6 to 4.
able to
TENNIS
,,Pes that he may yet be in- championships because of illness.
Yesterday’s hero from the soph
coded in the traveling squad.
Forty women tennis players
blow
great
Ryan’s loss will be a
standpoint was Ray Stager, who
Don Van Acker, hard-hitting
selected to take part in
to Spartan hopes in the big tour% pounded out a homer with two of have been
9.pounder, has changed to a nament
the week -end tournament to be
his mates on the paths.
VA handed boxing stance and
morning at
Tuesday the freshmen, probably started this Saturday
after.
dealing Out plenty of punish*******te tired of their successive beatings, 9 o’clock and end Sunday
ant with a straight left which
were completed
Pedal extremities faultlessfailed to show up for their sched- noon. Selections
of the order
as an unknown punch to him
uled conflict with the senior ten. Monday and lists
ly polished and illuminated
chile boxing from the southpaw
of matches have been posted in the
exchange
to
slated
are
Frosh
The
remunerating
for the trifling
mition. In all ways it looks 1L9
women’s gym.
swats with the juniors today.
of five centesimals. Why en’zough Van Acker will be in)
Edith Norton, president of the
HORSESHOES
club is in charge
randy improved if he sticks to .11 danger financial stability by
Leo Bruning, head of the, inter- women’s tennis
1!:0 new style.
which will bedisbursing a sum in excess
class horseshoe tournament wishes of the tournament
with first and secof this figure for similar serBRUCE DAILY
to announce the following hand- gin Saturday
Three heavyweights are now on
being played off. Semivice from more distant caterpicked pairing for the first round ond rounds
rounds will be comPortal’s nand as candidates for
ers? Operations conducted
matches which must be played off final and final
Sunday.
novice meet although not one 4, on the afternoons of the
on
pleted
player
first-named
The
Friday.
by
the three is
fourth, and fifth days
Punch, provided by the W.A.A.,
definitely on the * third,
is responsible for getting in touch
week. Convenient loNet Bruce Daily,
the
served to spectators and
of
junior class
with his opponent and arrangeing will be
turf,
Carlos
:!sxy who
during the tournament.
cation on the San
boxed for the varsity
for the time of play. Results players
/
Scithe
for the matches have not
in approximation to
al year, has always been reshould be turned in to the towel Officials
te
Edyet been announced.
Med as a good prospect by the ; ence and Men’s Physical
1 room in the men’s gym.
ARCHERY
ucation buildings.
mentor and until recently
vs. Arnerich.
Nelson
Benny (Mascot) Karvonis,
Doris Shields. Alberta Lantz,
*Sas inactive.
Chavaro vs. Porter.
ehtoJ e Rapose, anproprietor.
Martha Pye, and Frances Silvey,
r of last year’s men, boasted
Ucovich vs. Bishop.
MaP: More boxing ability than
Lyda.
vs.
Gregg
ta*aataaatereasauf
McPherson vs. Main.
t
******* ""
. ’4.
era, surprised Portal yes- I
Manoogian vs. Traver.
Smith vs. Varich.
by going through a
Fernandez vs. Swartzell.
workArgo vs. Olavarri.
al lthough the
Marsh vs. Roumasset.
meaning of this
TENNIS
44...
andeternoned, it is hoped that
Cramer vs. Fitchie.
The tennis tourney is rolling
he
Ouetin vs. Alderman.
to get in on I
along In nice shape with four men,
7. riovIce
final plans ,
Covello vs. Badame.
tourney. Bert Vossler,
In order to discuss
Boucke, Wetterstrom, Kershnersemiucl bad( by illness, has reported for the Home Economics club
Geary vs. Epsil.
’
mond Witherly having already
scheduled for May 29, memCovello vs. Heigel.
lalaY be able to get back forma l schuled
reached the quarter-finals. The
-,..0 aehelive
work. Vossler is a hard i tiers of the club were entertained
Ryan vs. Battnich.
following matches must be played
’)Iournt er and
night
Holtorf vs. LeClergue.
could go far in the : by a potluck dinner Tuesday
off by this Friday.
_
Hamann.
ent, adding needed points at the home of Rita
Bishop vs. Scott.
Gottbert, refreshments; Wilma
chairgeneral
‘, unlimited division.
is
Miss Hamann
,
Sakamoto vs. Nelson.
burg, program; Dorothy Hoerall,
Subchair-formal.
PAUL TARA
man for the semi
Wise vs. Gelatt.
and Virginia Blewett,
1 1i:era, hard-hitting
are Barbara orchestra;
Cary vs. Sanders.
Santa ; men of the affair
:
publicity.
CulUrusula
’a-Minder, Is being held I Cushing, decorations;

V
Mendenhall kfirtan
n Drama Ta
Class Today
c Hideout, EnelsO ft;
gender
Mr. L C.
b Arts depart:1
the "Aesthetics

,*
*
.-it
*
*

COMING SOON

IT’S SENSATIONAL!

SCHEDULE COMPLETED.
VARSITY, ROSH TEAM
!READY FOR BIG TILT

Earlier in the meet, Rocchl
soared over the bar in the pole
vault and captured first place with
a height of 8 feet 6 inches.
Sherman Sawtelle, frosh pointgainer in the quarter and half mile
runs, took the day off and only
cavorted through the 440. Running
as he pleased, he finished in front
by ten yards in 54.9.
Les Steers, Palo Alto high
jumper
and
hurdler,
waltzed
through the 120 high hurdles in
16.4 and loafed over the high
jump bar at 5 feet 111/2 inches.
Not content with ten points, he
went out on the field and tossed
the discus out 108 feet 11 inches
for another five points for the
, Vikings.
The summary:
One MileWon by Green (S)
second, Stafford (S); third, RayTime-4:56.4.
b
moloodo
100 yard dash Won
Gutterman IS); second, Rocchi (S);
third, Jones (PA). Time -10.5.
880 yard run: Won by Green
(S); second, Neikirk (PA); third.
Sinclair ( S ). Time-2:07.3.
120 High Hurdles Won by
Steers (PA): second, Brown (S);
third, Crotser (PA). Time-16.4.
220
Low
HurdlesWon
by
Bradford (PA); second, Brown
(5), third, Miles (PA). Time26.7.
440 yard dashWon by Sawtette (S): second, Crotser (PA);
third, Lane (PA). Time-54.9.
220 yard dashWon by Gutter Man ( S ) ; second, Jones (PA);
third, Sawtelle ( S). Time-23.7.
High Jump
Won by Steers
(PA); second, Fernandez
( S) ;
third. Metzger (PA). Height-5
feet 11(i inches.
Broad JumpWon by Hansen
(PA); second, Brown (S); third.
Fernandez (S). Distance-19 feet
8 ti inches.
DiscusWon by Steers (PA);
second, Stone (PA); third. Hodgson (S). Distance-109 feet 11
Inches.
Shot PutWon by Roth (PA);
second, Hodgson (S); third. Stone
(PA). Distance-47 feet 11 inches.
Pole VaultWon by Rocchi (S):
second, tie between Meredith (PA)
and Metzger (PA). Height-8 feet
6 Inches.
RelayWon by San Jose. Time
1:37.4.
archery students, will represent
San Jose State Saturday morning
in a Telegraphic Archery meet
sponsored by the Chico State
Teachers College, in which seven
other schools will compete.
The four representatives will
shoot off a double Columbia Round
Saturday and the scores will be
sent to Chico State where the results will be figured. The Telegraphic meet enables any amount
of schools to compete without
Each
traveling to one school.
school holds Its meet separately
on its own ground.
Placements in the tournament
will be made according to individual scores and school averages.
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SPARTANS TO JOIN EXPEDITION’ DEADLINE FOR ANTI-WAR Footlight Fannie Elated As Fitts
Science Head To Name Two For Exploration
Of Remote Arizona Territory

TELLS ALL HIS LATEST SECRETS
POSTER, ESSAY CONTEST Christiansen
To Unlease Screams
SET BY PEACE COUNCIL

Dr. P. Victor Peterson of San height that its summit has a
Jose State college has been ap- climate like that of Canada two
By FOOTLIGINFTrenFeAh:NellEasysthimn
pointed by the Rainbow Bridge - thousand miles to the north. We
Fatune is exceedingly elated to- 1 them are plenty an
sijd
and
fauna
Monument Valley Expedition to hope to find a unique
day. In fact, she is practically ex,u- 1
stage design
ut
choose two men from San Jose flora thus ’marooned’ there through
i constructing the set
for Randy’s
berant. Mr. Fitts has just told her
to take part in explorations in the countless ages.
Harlem Rh
number
SEEK RARITIES
about some of the clever skits I ggrs.
northern Navajo country in AriVirginia Hamilton
Jennin’ angz
"Biologists under the leadership
zona this summer. The men may
Offering a prize of five dollars
or h2i2s ij is
c h are b eiri g
evitining
some
Revelries,preparedMayf
primitiVe
be students or instructors, and of Dr. C. C. Clark of New York for the best anti-war poster and show.wM
(Spartanar
:rhythm for it. Marge Serie
is art
must be interested in engineering, University, will seek rare animals,
also a five dollar prize for the Advt.) Fannie can hardly con- wdiareclutoinufmorbpear.rtsReoafmthse fsohrowzd
archeology, geology, in the bio- birds, reptiles and fish in the deep
I is constructing the
tain
herself,
etc.
Colmanuscript,
the
set for the
logical sciences, or in the manage- canyons of the San Juan and best anti-war
ment and operation of a scientific Colorado Rivers. Seven small boats lege Council for Peace has set the
A cabaret scenejust
like a (And a fierce Welt fOr
Gil Bishop,
are being constructed for the 200 deadline for entrants for both conexpedition.
be the feature of who just annoyed Fannie
cabaretwill
and Ii,.
The expedition is to explore, map mile voyage of the venturesome tette on June 1 and May 25, res"Lady With a Past," dramatic turbed her thoughts.)
and study an area of 3000 square members of this small field party. pectively.
sketch starring Lorraine Callender i
"Geologists will excavate in a
mime in a remote region that is
Burt Watson, who thought
After June 1, all posters sub- as a countess. Sill Gordon (if his
he
probably farther from a railroad fossil-bearing cave that has already
mitted will be on exhibition in ankle recuperates sufficiently) is was going to be off on a
track
than any point in the United yielded more than 100,000 sped.
her
loverin
the
dramatic
sketch
tear
May
Room
1
of
the
Home
Economics
22, has since discovered
States. Penetrating as far as pos- mans, and will make field studies
is the that he will be around as
Peterson
Renee
building, where they will be sub- and
usual,
sible by motor, the field party ;that may shed light on the origin
EMI
French
lass
who
dances
in
it.
We
rer.e Fittsg uksionndawigiol toceMur.pyWtabte.
to a popular vote of the
will then move equipment by pack lof the Navajo sandstone. Dr. F. B. jected
n to sing for us.
can’t say she hails from Paris, son
train up winding canyons cut into 1Loomist of Amherst will direct this spectators, according to Mrs. Sibyl
Hanchett, who is in charge of the because that would be stealing
the Rainbow Plateau. Near the lphase of the work.
Mlle. ZeeZee’s stuff; besides, she singing spot formerly held
"Other members of the staff will Iposter contest.
head of the Dogoszhi Biko, base
by
Is from Cupertino, and probably Frances Woten in the waltz num.
camp will be established; and from be Dr. Charles Del Norte Winning
About twenty students are alher . . . and that takes care of
this point scouting parties and of New York University, Field ready working on posters for en- a few people know that.
Screams in this skit will be our singers for the present.
scientific workers will push on Director; Prof. Tracy R. Kelley of trance in the contest, it was refurnished ably by Elnora Christthe University of California, sec- ported by the art department.
afoot.
The trials and tribulations of a
iansen, who heard Mr. Fitts menretary; Lydon L. Hargrave of the
2000 SQUARE MILES
which
contributions,
Essay
tion the fact that he needec, some. would-be detective will be por.
Hall,
under F Museum of Northern Arizona, ArFranklin
Ansel
should be submitted at the publi"Wanna hear me scream?" she trayed in Jim Bailey’s "Campus
whose general direction the Expe- cheologist; and Arthur G. Atkinson
cations office or to Mr. Ralph
asked coyly, doing so. He didn’t Cupid" sketch, written, casted, and
of Modesto junior college, Chief
dition is organized, states:
Eckert, may be on either of the
wanna hear it all. She is taking directed by aforementioned same.
"We have already begun our Engineer; John Wetherill, CustoWhy
War?,
following topics: Why
From last reports, Harold Ran.
acting from Mr. Gillis or Clancy
explorations in that fascinating dian of Navajo National Monument
Should I Fight?, How Can We
or somebody and will be simply die and Ona Hardy are getting
country of mesas, canyons and for the National Park Service, will
Keep America Out Of War?, Is
thrilled to show her ability. Mr. along beautifully as George and
deserts, but have as yet covered be Associate Field Director."
Pacific AlterThe Expedition operates under a War My Business?,
Fitts is very pleased to be the one Grade Allen; and the Becker.
only a small portion of the area.
natives to War.
of
trustees,
as
a
cooperative
board
About the middle of June we are
responsible for giving her this big Gifford combination is at present
receive
their
will
Manuscripts
each
man
sharing
in
the
project,
going back to take up the task of
practicing a comedy song which
chance.
pushing out as far as possible into work, the field expenses, and the first reading by Mrs. Sibyl Hanwill finish off their blackface skit
con.
the
three
which
chett,
after
men
from
this
the 2000 or more square miles that benefits. The two
The faculty will laugh like
passed
on
best
will
be
sidered
the
lie beyond our present horizons. section will be chosen by Dr.
That’s all the publicity those
everything and be embarrassed
Engineers will map intricately P. Victor Peterson some time be- to two other judges who have not when they see Myer Ziegler’s skit, hoodlums get for today, because
must
Manuscripts
yet been named.
carved canyons, and will record the fore May 15.
"Blackout." He has the privilege Fannie has to go occupy her ring.
The remainder of the party will not exceed 500 words in length, of selecting his cast and directing side seat at line rehearsal right
location of cliff dwellings and
other evidence pre-historic peoples be made up of men from Prince- and the student’s name must be same, and is evidently being very this minute. The gals can’t step
reported by the archeological field ton, Harvard, Chicago, Cornell, the attached on a separate sheet.
’thorough and meticulous about it, a lick if she isn’t there to stare
parties. The botanists will concen- University of California, and severbecause as yet Fannie has not at ’emcute little pixies.
trate upon a study of the richly al other large universities; as well
Comingthumbnail bibliogs of
heard of any cast.
forested summit of Navajo Moun- as California men in the teaching
Speaking of facultysome of the line gals.
profession who receive official credtain.
Surrounded on all sodes by hun- it toward advanced secondary credreds of miles of desert, this great dentials for participating in the
mountain mass rises to such a field work of the Expedition.

Posters To Be Put On
Display June 1

Benny Enlarges
RUSINESS WITH

WOOD SPEAKS ON Life Of Clara Barton
MODERN WRITERS Subject Of Ilse Hauk
AND PHILOSOPHY "I have never had a mission.

’11

In addition to the extension
course which Dr. James Wood is
conducting at Santa Cruz, the
State English professor is now
giving a series on contemporary
thinkers and writers every Thursday night before an audience of
the coast city citizens.
"Dr. Wood’s lectures are extremely interesting, and the Santa
Cruz people appear to be very
pleased with them," Mr. Harold
P. Miller, English professor, declared yesterday.
Among the writers already lectured on are Thomas Mann, one
of the greatest living German
writers; Will James, the great
philosopher; Marcel Proust, the
well known modern French novel.
Let; and Pareto, the Italian philosopher.

Ill, Halt, and Lame
Edwin Markham Health
Cottage
430 South 8th street
Clyde Hockett
Josephine Monnot
Helen Dow
Gordon Stafford
Edgar Hockabout
Arthur Van Horn
Dorothy Noah
Frances Fonfara
Glenn Vargas
John Diehl
Betty Calkins

Grandstand Shop

Encouraged with his success
with the football team, Benny, 12
year old State football mascot, is
now expanding his shoe-shining
business and setting up shop on
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays on the north-west corner of
the San Carlos turf.

BRITAIN WILL O.K.
Hears
ITAL-ETHIOP MESS G. E. Society
Musician
Stanford
POYTRESS THINKS

Because Britain needs Mussolini’s support against Hitler she
will likely assent to Italian annexation of Ethiopia provided
British interests are safeguarded.
That is the prophecy of Dr. William Poytress, head of the San
Jose State social science department.
Before action of the League of
Nations was made public two days
ago Dr. Poytress had foretold what
that action would likely bethe
League would condemn Italy and
recommend sanctions, then adjourn.
Dr. Poytress pointed out that
because the present French government was going out of power in
June, France was in no position
to insist on any definite policy.

I have only more work than 1
can do and I try to get it out of
the way and go on to the next."
1This was Clara Barton’s philosophy
of life, according to Ilse Hauk,
Charging only 10 cents for a
as she gave a talk on the famous
originator of the Red Cross to guaranteed job, Benny boasts the
members of the E-K Kindergarten acquisition of a comfortable chair,
and increased facilities for the
Primary group yesterday.
of his shoe polishing
After the talk, which was one furtherance
of a series on the lives of famous activities.
expertly
shoes
your
"Have
women. Barbara Franklin, president of the group led a discussion shined while you sit in the shade
of plans for a picnic in honor of and watch the team practice," adthe graduating seniors. The picnic monishes Benny.
will be held May 25 at Alum Rock
If bpsineris warrants further expark.
pansion, Benny will add the recoating of white shoes to his business. This will certainly be of interest to all youee guys whose
feeta get stepped on so much during the morning.

phi mu Alpha To
Sponsor Music Series

New Nominating Plan
To Be Inaugurated

(Continuer, from Page One)
WANTED: Some sewing maof bringing the best music and
chine oil to oil up the gate for the
dancing that San Jose State posswisher.
sesses to the students of the college and to the public at large.
Peter Mingrone, stage manager;
and Carl Bruce.
TO SPONSOR CONCERTS

(Continued from Page One)
suggested by Prexy Moore to enliven the activities of the morning.
A band and signs by individual
candidates will add to the hilarious
activities.

In addition to the coming concert, Phi Mu Alpha members are
planning to sponsor the regular
concert series held here every
year. In the past, the concert
series, which has included such
popular performers as Nelson
Eddy, Jose Iturbi and Martha
Graham, has been sponsored by
the music department.
Assisting Ray Rut, who has gen
era] charge of the program, at.
Cliff Cunha, publicity manager
Alfred Brown, ticket manager,

((’ontinued from Page Oae)
of experience in music, ancient
classical. modern, Oriental, and
jazz, in order that he might form
his own opinions from this experience.
PRESIDENT SPEAKS
Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie gave a
concerning C.C.C.
talk
short
camps, and Arlene Woten, Frances
Woten, and Warren Anderson presented a musical program.
pres
Dorothy Reedy, incumbent
banquet
ident, presided over the
Whit.
and introduced Kathleen
leader
field, who has been chosen
for next quarter.
. . ::.::

en. ..... 111’

CHARLES S. GREGORY
I )-esIgner of

Distinctive Jewelry
OUR RATES ARE RIGfir
Specially designed pins for
organizations. Best quality
at prices that please.
607 First Nat. Bank 51411
6th Floor
C833:8X03:60303:8:8:10:810333X8E01110

_ _
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CRISP
COOKIES
Husky ones for hungry times,
dainty ones for
parties.

THE

FARMERS UNION
GROCERIES
-

CHATTERTON
BAKERY
221 So. 2nd. Opposite YWCA

GUNS

HARDWARE

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS
AMUNITION

1 5 1 W. Santa Clara St.

.

HOUSEWARES

RADIOS
SPORTING GOODS

liallard 7000

ee ......................................................................

